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Background to market studies in NZ

• 1991/92: ComCom Telecommunications Industry Inquiry Report
o “inquiry into the development of competition in the telecommunications industry 

in NZ and the extent to which the regulatory frameworks assists this”

• 1994: Court of Appeal
o ComCom’s functions and powers “did not extend to conducting an inquiry and 

publishing a report on the efficacy or otherwise of the disclosure regulations” or 
“making findings adverse to persons or corporations otherwise than when 
determining an application before the Commission”

o Noted potential for information collection about an industry and publication of it 
under s25 power (In addition to the functions conferred on the Commission by this 
Act, the Commission shall make available or co-operate in making available 
information with respect to … carrying out of the functions and the exercise of the 
powers … and the purposes and provisions of this Act)

o Noted that LPG Investigation Report (1993) and Energy Market Analysis (1993) 
acceptable uses of Commission’s powers but distinguishable – first re s25; second 
as understanding market work as backdrop to refusal to supply complaint.
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Background to market studies in NZ

• Statutory purpose s1A Commerce Act: to promote competition in 
markets for the long-term benefits of consumers within NZ (2001)

• 2001 Ministerial Inquiry into Telecommunications – leading to 
industry regulation and market study power for sector

• Part 4 inquiries – into whether supply of certain goods or services 
should be regulated

• OECD: identification of gap in competition toolkit
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Background to market studies in NZ

• 2016 MBIE fuel study – Press release from Minister of Energy & 
Resources, Judith Collins, 4 July 2017

o There were difficulties in comparing the information received from the companies, 
and some very specific information that was required could not be obtained.

o “As a result, the Study doesn’t definitively answer whether fuel prices are 
reasonable or not. However, the Report does conclude that “we cannot definitely 
say that fuel prices in New Zealand are reasonable, but we have reason to believe 
that they might not be.”

o “This is a very complex area and the Study takes us a significant step forward in our 
understanding. I have now instructed my officials to assess the recommendations 
of the Study and report back to me by November.

o “Furthermore, the Market Studies powers announced recently by the Minister of 
Commerce and Consumer Affairs will give the Government the option to direct the 
Commerce Commission to undertake a further competition-specific fuel market 
study, backed by the ability to require comparable data across companies. There is 
currently no legal mechanism to do this.”
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Market Studies in New Zealand

• This is a new role for Commission
o Added to Commerce Act in 2018

– inconclusive 2017 fuel study
– refusals to supply information

• Powers sit between those of UK & Australian agencies
– Unlike ACCC we can compel information release
– Unlike CMA we can’t enforce our own 

recommendations
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Commerce Amendment Act 2018

• Competition study ‘means a study of any factors that may affect 
competition for the supply or acquisition of goods or services’ 
(s48)

• Studies can be initiated by Minister or ComCom
o Commission may carry out competition study if it considers it to be 

in the public interest to do so (s50)
o Minister may require Commission to carry out a competition study 

if considers in public interest (s51)

• Terms of Reference & publication date must be gazetted
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Commerce Amendment Act 2018

• Output is a Competition Report (s51B)
o May make recommendations but not required to (s51B(2))
o Scope of recommendations is unlimited (s51B(3))
o Must consult on draft report (s51C)

• Minister must respond “within a reasonable period of time” 
(s51E)

• Commission may use general information gathering powers (s98) 
to require person to supply information, documents or give 
evidence  -- failure to comply is an offence (s103)
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Fuel market study

• Initiated by Minister of Commerce and Consumer Affairs 
• First market study is retail petrol and diesel

• draft market studies guidelines available
• draft report in August
• final report due in December 
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